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Vying for Honorary Lt. Colonel are, left to right, Barbara Arnold, Patricia
Gill, Gloria Trafton, Kay Fletcher, and Esther Babb.
•
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Come Back, Little Sheba
Stop staring into that rutin,
The Union Building offers a
fine selection of lost articles
which upon reasonable identification will be cheerfully returned
to their onnerr.
A ..atnpling of %that is offered:
slide rules, 3 wool scarves. 2
nien's felt hats, a ntatt's sport
coat, a girl's blue sweater, slicker hats, regular hats, pens, earrings, kess. pearls, lipstick, seseral leather men's gloves (no
pairs), and much more.
Articles not claimed from the
lost and found desk at the sales
counter in the lobbs siithiii 30
dais will be disposed of, says
irttion Director Nelson B. Jones.
Art now.

Selection Of
'Lt. Colonel'
Friday Night
Highlighting the annual Military Ball this week end will be the
crowning of an Honorary Lieutenant Colonel, being chosen today by campus-wide vote.
The dance is being sponsored
by the Scabbard and Blade, honorary military society.

The five lovely candidates for the
honorary rank are Barbara Arnold,
Gloria Trafton, Patricia Gill, Kay
Fletcher, and Esther Babb. They were
nominated by the Scabbard and
Blade.
During the crowning ceremonies,
Col. Curtis D. Renfro, professor of
military science and tactics, will present a cup to the new honorary officer.
The dance is to be held in the Memorial Gym, Friday evening. Tickets
may be obtained from any member
i of Scabbard and Blade, and
will also
be on sale in the lobby of the Union
I Building. Cost is $3.50 a couple.
ale Professor
Invitations have been extended to
Governor and Mrs. Burton M. Cross,
Shown above are seven members of the Agricultural Engineers Club who participated
executive members of the state of
in the garden plowing project sponsored by the club last spring. Left to right are William M.
Maine military district, President and
Grove, Peter P. Zinchuk, Allen D. Bancroft, Harry E. Potter, Joseph H. Albee, Charles T. Hoyt
Prof. Theodore W. Greene of Yale Mrs. Arthur .A. Hauck. and other
(standing), and Stanley L. Cox. The club is now making plans for a similar project this spring.
University will speak on "What is University personnel.
Our Liberal Heritage?" at an assemAl Halliday and his orchestra will
bly Monday, Jan. 18. at 9:30 a.m. provide music
for the dance.
in the Memorial G)m. Charles E.
Members of the planning committee
Crossland. chairman of the assembly have announced
that, although the
committee, has announced.
dance is formal. corsages will be op•
Fifty-four freshman women have pledged to the six sororities
A graduate of Amherst College and tional. This was stated in hopes that
on campus.
the University of Edinburgh. Profes- expenses for those attending would be
Bow-pinning was held Dec. 16. Initiation ceremonies will be Do ou hake a garsien to p:ow this sor Greene has received honorary de- reduced. The dance will start at
9
held later in the year.
,ring? If so contact th.: .Attricultaral grecs from several colleges. includ- p.m.. lasting until 1 a.m. Saturday.
ing Amherst.
Jane Barker, Lois Blanchard, Su- Engineers Club.
Names of the girls arc:
He is a trustee of Choate School
zanne Bockus. Sarah Chipman, Ann
Alpha Omicron Pi:
Last spring the Mainc student
Jane Caton, Jane Farwell. Sarah Davis. Audrey Delamater. Ann Ding- branch of the American Society of and the Berkeley Divinity School and
Kappas. Mary Jane Kilpatrick, Sylvia w ell, Margaret McKinnon. Helen Agricultural Engineers began a proj- is a member of many professional
and honorary societies. He is well
MacKenzie, Julie Mahaney, Claire Mangan. Nancy Moorhead,
Priscilla ect of plowing "home gardens" for known as an author and contributor
Rusk, Judith Sawyer. Judith White.
the public.
About 65 students will receive deRidley, Jeanne Robbins.
to philosophical. educational and regrees at the University's mid-winter
The purpose is to raise money for ligious journals.
Chi Omega:
Delta Zeta:
graduation exercises Friday evening,
club activities.
Mary Cook. Constance Doc. PrisDr. Greene was appointed profes- Feb. 5.
Jane Brown. Judith Dale, Mary
The money earned this year helped sor of philosophy at Yale
cilla Draper. Mary Flood. Claudette
in 1946
Dr. Ernest C. Marriner. dean of
Halle. Janet Higgins. Margaret Mc- Donnell, Patricia Kcnnerson, Eliza- pay the expenses of sending two stu- and was master of Silliman College
the faculty of Colby College, will
beth
Mckusick,
Joanne Nivison, Shir- dents to a conference of the National there.
Cann. Janet Malcolm, Druscilla Nesdeliver the commencement address.
Society of Agricultural Engineers at
bit, Carolyn Perkins. Frances Rich. ley Palmer, Eleanor Zoidis.
President Arthur A. Hauck will
Invocation will be by Dr. Ralph J.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. It also paid preside at the assembly,
Doris Richards. Patricia M'ade.
Phi Mu:
and there
for the Club banquet held Dec. 2.
Delta Delta Delta:
(Continued on Page Sir)
ssill be music by the University orBarbara Dow, Mary Foss, Lois SevThe Agricultural Engineering stu- chestra.
erance.
dents donate their time to the project
Class schedule for the day:
Registration for all student. in
"City Across the River." a full Pi Beta Phi:
and cooperation has been exception1st hour 8-8:35
the School of Educa •
will be
ally
good.
length movie, will be presented Jan.
Frances
El!ackwood, Charlotte
2nd hour 8:45-9:20
held Thursdas, Fridas and SatBy
continuing
the
project next
Assembly 9:30-10:20
19 in the Bangor Room of the Me- Brackett, Judith Carroll, Sally Cosseurday mornings. Jan. 28-30. Reg3rd hour 10:30-11:05
istration will be held in the Ofmorial Union. Showings will be at boom, Nancy Harris, Elizabeth Hib- spring. the Club hopes to send at
least two members to the National
4th hour 11:15-11:50
fice of the School of Educat'
•
p.m. and 7 p.m. Admission is 100. bard, Margaret Kerr, Frances Rod- Conference
at St. Paul. Minnesota,
Afternoon classes will be at their Room 12, South Stesens Outs .in
.All students are invited to attend.
erick, Rose Wedge.
in 1954.
usual times.
the class indicated.

Y
Speaks Monday

Six Sororities Pledge 54 Women Club Earns Money
Plowing Gardens

Winter Graduation
To Be Held Feb. 5
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Feud in', Trim mm', And Choppin'
Offer Relaxation For Dr. Hauck
BY JOE RIGO
(This is the first of two articles on President Hauck. Ed.)

President Arthur Andrew Hauck, now in his 20th year as head
of the University of Maine, is actively engaged with a "feud" with
the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
One of the less publicized activities of the president, the active
warfare takes place at Beach Hill Pond, a fairly isolated spot abouti
45 miles from Orono, where both President Hauck and Dean Joseph I
M. Murray have camps.
Most of the fighting is over alleged son. Much of Dr. Hauck's time
poaching of firewood by the two men spent with these grandchildren.
His son was recently honored for
brought about from indistinct lines
separating certain bordering sections his work heading Portland's 1953
Community Chest drive which went
of their property.
Charges have been hurled back and over the top in filling its quota.
A pipe and cigar smoker, Dr.
forth so often that neighbors have set
up a court system so either can sue Hauck's favorite means of relaxation
the other for payment for hijacked is at his camp.
lumber. The loser in a mock trial
According to Mrs. Hauck, the prespays his fine by chopping firewood ident enjoys himself most while there
for the other.
—feuding with Dean Murray, trimNaturally the whole thing is en- ming trees, chopping wood and just
being out in the open. Even winter
tirely in the spirit of fun.
This is one aspect of Dr. Hauck finds him snowshoeing into camp, if
"Out of the West he came"... youngest of eight boys.
uncovered in study for this story on necessary. Mrs. Hauck credits this
as
being
of
students and faculty—completely at with confidence in the future of the shy of California, but, preferring a
him. For information about him, the getting-away-from-it-all
Campus went to several people in- great value in easing the tension of ease. A great deal of the tremendous University."
smaller college, he transferred the
cluding possibly the best living au- his work during the hard war years. popularity he enjoys among students
That statement was by Dr. Harmon next year to Reed College in Portland,
Maine Day Skit
thority on the subject, Mrs. Hauck.
Ore., where he graduated in 1915.
and his associates results from these G. Allen, then president of the board First Position
Married For 37 Years
Another of the rare chances given
President
of
trustees,
in
introducing
skits.
Married for 37 years, the Haucks the president to let his hair down and
His first position was as principal
Hauck at his inauguration cerePrior to coming to Maine, Dr.
have two children, Hubert H. Hauck relax comes through the annual stuof a large elementary school in Boise,
monies
in
1934.
of Portland, and Mrs. Edward (Peg- dent-faculty Maine Day skits. With Hauck had held several important Youngest Of Eight Boys
Idaho. Teacher of fourth and fifth
gy) Ladd of Rockland: and six grand- him in the midst of the fun, these posts in areas stretching across the
grades there was Miss Gladys Reid
Dr. Hauck was born at Springfield,
children, the three daughters of their skits lately furnish the only major country.
Hubert who on Aug. 31, 1916, became
"Out of the West he came and set- a small town in Minnesota, son of a Mrs. Hauck.
daughter and the three sons of their opportunity for him to mingle with
tled in Pennsylvania. We found him Methodist minister and youngest of
The next year he taught at the
at Lafayette College. Nationally eight boys. He ear!), moved to Man- Moraine Park School in Dayton.
known as an educator, one who has kato, Minn., where he received his Ohio, and also director of a series of
SALES OPPORTUNITY
had wonderful experience along edu- early education.
schools established in the area for
cational lines, he has already gained
At the age of 12 another move was children of workers fighting local
for Senior. Graduate Student or Member of the Faculty.
the love and respect of the student made—this time to northern Califor- flea] conditions.
body. We welcome him to Maine nia. In 1911 he entered the UniverAfter a term in the Army's psychoLeading national manufacturer of plastic packaging has
logical corps in Tennessee and
openings for Sales Representatives to contact the produce
-1 CaNfornia, he returned to Dayton. I-le
and poultry industry in Maine. Thorough training and asYOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN If ITS
soon tranjerred to Antioch
sistance will be given. Opportunity for good income, part or
t in Ohio where h: was an assista::.
full-time. For complete information, write in detail about
i dean.
yourself, in confidence, to Sales Manager, Central States
In 1922 he started six years as presPaper & Bag Co., 5221 Natural Bridge, St. Louis 15, Missouri.
ident of Punahou, a large combinawo.4.4,
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Honolulu, Hawaii.
He left there in 1928 to return east
to study for his doctorate at Columbia
University.
Term At Vassar
fiANGOR
After two and a half years as asORONO
o#11#1
Now playing
sistant to the president at the allSKI SWEATERS
woman college Vassar, he became
"IIERE COME THE GIRLS"
Thurs., Jan. 14
s Jean at Lafayette College.
SKI JACKETS
Glenn Ford. Anne Vernon
Technicolor
i
In 1934 he accepted another offer
"TERROR ON A TRAIN"
Bob Hope, Arlene Dahl, Tony
6:30-9:10
SKI PANTS
and on Nov. 3 of that year was inMartin. Rosemary Clooney
Also
augurated eighth president of the UniFeature 1:30--3:30--5:20Edward G. Robinson, Vera
versity of Maine, succeeding Dr.
7:20-9:20
Ellen in
Harold S. Boardman.
"THE BIG LEAGUER"
Jan. 13-14-15
Mrs. Hauck said her husband has
9:00
one favorite story he likes to tell
"DIAMOND QUEEN"
about himself. It happened very
Technicolor
Fri.& Sat., Jan. 15-16
shortly after his arrival on campus.
Arlene Dahl, Fernando Lamas
John Derek, Wanda Hendrix
I
The
president's home had not been
SHIPS"
LOST
OF
"SEA
2:30-6:30-9:40
opened, and the family and most of
Also
the baggage had not yet arrived.
Elroy "Crazylegs" Hirch,
Summer school was in session, and
196 Exchange St.
Bangor
Lloyd Nolan in
Dr. Hauck was living in Colvin Hall
"CRAZY LEGS"
BANGOR
•
(Continued on Page Three)
8:02
o
pla jug
"00
"ALL THE BROTHERS
Sun.& Mon., Jan. 17-18
WERE VALIANT"
Esther Williams, Van Johnson
in Technicolor
Technicolor
"EASY TO LOVE"
Granger
Stewart
Robert Taylor,
Sun. Matinee 3:00;6:30-8:23
and Ann Blythe
Feature 3:24-6:47-8:47
Now playing
Today at 2:50 Eve at 7:55
"HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFE"
"JEOPARDY"
Tues.& Wed., Jan. 19-20
Technocolor
John Payne, Jan Sterling
Barbara Stanwyck, Barry
Technicolor
In
Burt
Lancaster,
Joan Rice
Sullivan, Ralph Meeker
"THE VANQUISHED"
Today at 1:30-6:30-9:30
Feature
I
:30-3:25-5:206:30-8:30; Feature
7:20-9:15
6:58-8:58
Jan. 13-14
Jan. 13-1.1
"WAR OF THE WORLDS"
Double Feature
Jan.
21
Thurs.,
in Technicolor
Documentary
"WAR PAINT"
Gene Barry and Ann Robinson
"UNDER TI1E RED SEA"
Technicolor
6:30-8:59
"FLAME OF CALCUTTA"
Robert Stack
Also
In Technioclor
Second feature
Tim Holt, Richard Martin
THE MAN IN HIDING"
Starring Denise Darcel and
"OVERLAND TELEGRAPH"
Patrick Knowles
7:54
Paul Henried
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Is It A Man's World?

Why can't a woman hold the office that would enable it to make any
Are you interested in working on a
Union Committee? The Union Pub- oi* a class president?
change are not clearly defined. The
licity Committee is interested in findWhy can't a man hold the office of committee is set up under the Senate.
ing people to work in publicity. This a class secretary?
Dean of women Edith G. Wilson
is a small committee which handles
These questions are not easily an- felt the reason for excluding men and
women from running for certain ofall the publicity for Union activities. swered.
fices would tend to give a woman a
This committee is open to all new
"The presidency is closed to women
fair chance to hold at least one class
ideas and wants a group of interested and the office of secretary
is closed to office. She felt that if nominations
students.
men," says the General Student SenIf you would like to be considered ate's 1949 election regulations, which were open to anyone the likelihood
of a v6oman winning a position over
for this committee, inquire at Mr. are still in use.
a man would be small.
Jones's office
Monday
through
Th,s was the first ana only referIt became apparent, upon further
Wednesday, Jan. 18-20, from 2 to 4 ence that could be found definitely
pea. A member of the Union Activi- restricting women from a certain investigation, that Hussey's contenThe board of judges officiating at the Owls-Eagles bastion that the election rules were mereties Board will be there to explain the office and men from another.
ly reapproved each year without much
ketball game last Friday night are shown above keeping score
activities.
It also provided that if a woman consideration was true.
of the game, which ended with the Eagles defeating the Owls
The Unioa movie this week is "On obtained a petition form for an office
by a narrow score of 20-18. They are, 1-r, Cynthia Nelson,
Moonlight Bay" starring Gordon Mac- before a man, that office automatically
campus mayor "Doc" Brochu, and Don Lavoie.
Rae and Doris Day. Showings of this became closed to men.
musical comedy will be Friday at 7 The Campus files were checked to
and 9 p.m., Saturday afternoon at 2 locate the source of the ruling. It was
p.m., and Saturday evening at 8 p.m. found that the development came in
The Winter Carnival committee
During the sinter months watch relation to the adoption by the Senate
for Saturday matinees in the Union. of a petition form of nominating would like to have any one who can
An informal vie dance will be held class officers. Before 1949 a primary skate and likes to skate come out
For the week of January 11,1954
in the Main Lounge of the Union and a class caucus were used to name for the Carnival's Ice Review, acafter the game this Saturday evening. candidates, with no restriction of sex. cording to Alice Rinehart, chairman.
To
No admission will be charged.
Persons on campus who might know
Anybody interested should contact
the story behind the ruling were Miss Rinehart at Colvin Hall, or
The Student Union Movie Com- questioned. Still no definite answer. Richard (Slim) Gardner, Hannibal
Here's what was learned:
Hamlin.
mittee has prepared a list of the moFor His Outstanding Achievements On The Bates
Gorham Husse . president of the
The Winter Carnival, to be held
tion pictures to be presented at the
Track Last Saturday
Memorial Union from January to Senate, said that this year the Elec- Feb. 19, 20 and 21, will be one of
tions Committee brought the matter the greatest carnivals the college has
June.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
Part of the schedule is as follows: up along with the other rules and had even seen, according to the commitreapproved
it
as
a
matter
of
course.
chairman.
tee
Jan. 15-16, On Moonlight Bay
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
He had no knowledge of where the
She said, "Rain or snow, warm or
Jan. 22-23, Twelve O'Clock High
AltSOLUTELY FREE
rule had originated.
cold, we guarantee all a full, enterJan. 29-30, I'd Climb the Highest
Members of the Elections Commit- taining. inexpensive week end."
Mountain
tee are as much in the fog about the
Feb. 2-3, The Flame And Arrow
discrimination. Fred J. Breslin, chair18 Mill Street
Doing nothing? That's news too.
Orono 63647
Feb. 12-13, A Letter To Three
man. had no idea where the ruling Call Ext. 242.
Wives
•
came from. Other members of the
Feb. 19-20, House on 92nd Street
committee voice similar opinions.
Feb. 26-27, Jackpot
None seem to be able to determine
March 5-6, David and Bathsheba
where the idea started. All they know
(technicolor)
is that it has been the procedure since
they have been serving.
Then too, the powers of this group
Ruth Bartlett has been appointed
chairman of the Memorial Union
Governing Board at an organizational meeting held last Friday.
Elizabeth Kelso was appointed secretary.

Winter Carnival
February 19-21
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Looking 'Em Over
Continued front Page Two)
which at that time served .4s a general summer dormitory for all students.
One Sunday he got up a little later
than usual and was, therefore, a little
late getting to the dorm dining room
for breakfast. In fact, he arrived just
as the room's doors were being closed.
and, not being recognized by the
woman in charge, was sternly rebuked for being late. He was told
that if he wanted to have breakfast
he would have to find someplace else
to eat.
Thoroughly admonished, the University's new president turned and I
headed for Orono for his breakfast.

PAUL'S
Parka
Army Coat
Olise Drab B-9

At the Control Desk — o 04.s.
where :n the plant — ebservers
can watch what is hcOlsent"9
',side the test cell.

•-t

401i

Ifilosame/Wesel Reweave look

•
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

:EFE"

Rice
;:20—

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twithrei ahem,In
Eastorn Main*
114suabor redeem]Deposit Insurance Corp.

NG"

Made with detachable hood,
mountain cloth outside shell,
hca%v 16-oz. quilted 15.98
insulated lining.
ALSO IN
LONGER LENGTHS, IN
BOMBER STYLE AND
WITH MOUTON COLLAR

JOHN PAUL
51 to 57 Pickering Sq.
Bangor

Through the use of industrial television, Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft engineers can now watch
what happens as big jet engines are run under
abnormal conditions. Without personal hazard,
they can see inside the test cell from any location in the plant.
On their television screens they can observe
the action of linkages, controls and other parts.
Even infra-red characteristics not visible to the
human eye can be studied.
But to do this, many technical problems had
to be solved. For instance, commercial equipment had to be modified in many ways to
operate under abnormal temperatures and in
hazardous atmospheres. Soon a further development will permit remote traversing of the
camera and adjustment of lenses.
This typifies the way in which new engineering and research facilities are constantly made
available to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineers.
Here engineers are encouraged to experiment
with new ideas — given an opportunity to do
real engineering.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
•

com.rok. are
•aii!y ore -fetus. d 0n
parts lerrnerly 40, ess;010
,
•ee du• ng 0 gest run

4:
If yo.i are interested in our ernpleymen, opportunities for engineers,
contact your College Placement Offizer
or wiite directly to Mr. Frank W.
Powers, Engineering Deportment,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hertford, Conn.
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Editorials
Establish Exam Free Days

Qte-stion: What is
WORO?

your favorite

program on

This University sponsors a concert series—one which the
students are forced to support. It claims that its attractions are
worthwhile as well as entertaining.
Yet there is apparently no special effort made to arrange
conditions, especially exams, so that a maximum number of
people can take advantage of their chances and attend the programs.
The University should establish a prelim (and quiz) free
day following all scheduled concerts.
This suggestion is not a new one. There was a bit of comment on the subject last year, but it was dropped before much
was settled.
Due to the deadlines for material for this page we have no
figures for last nights concert, but we do know what happened
earlier this year and last year. The situations were similar
enough that the same was undoubtedly true last night.
Following the appearance of the Helsinki Chorus in November a Campus article on it began: "A disappointingly small
audience of about 800 was virtually unanimous in its acclaim of
the Helsinki University Chorus in its appearance here last week."
Eight hundred out of a possible 4,000 people.
And at that, a large number of those present v.ere faculty
members and residents of Bangor, Orono, and Old Town.
We by no means try to claim that given an exam free day
everyone would go to the concerts. However, we do state flatly
that were there not so many of them scheduled for the next day,
attendance for the Helsinki concert would have been more than
doubled.
It was suggested by one faculty member last year that if
a person wants to do something Wednesday and has a test Thursday, he might study for the test Tuesday. Only the way the
system works around here, a person is studying Tuesday for
tests Wednesday.
Certainly the University's reputation does not benefit w hen
performers see the small turnout and report it.
And there is no reason why granting this exam-free period
would be reason for making exam free days for any activity that
would come along,
Would it really be so much trouble to put an exam off another day or two? Certainly the concert schedule is known well
enough in advance to prepare for it.

On President Hauck
Once again President Arthur A. Hauck has been prominently mentioned for a fairly high government office. This time
it was United States Undersecretary of Labor. Just about two
years ago it was the U. S. Senate.
Each time we have greeted this news with mixed feelings.
For President Hauck. we suppose it would be wonderful in many
ways to get a good government position, but. being a little selfish, we sincerely would hate to see him leave.
We are glad to note that for both the above offices it was
others who approached Dr. Hauck about the possibility of his
taking the position and not a case of him going out after the
office.
The Portland Press Herald said in an editorial recently
that eventually Dr. Hauck will give in and actively seek some
major office and Maine will be glad. This is probably true, but
when it happens we feel, as Governor Cross has said, that it will
be a great loss to the University.

Union's Graduation Dance
With the annual February graduation slowly drawing near,
we would like to commend the Union Dance Committee for
planning a dance, currently set for January 23. in honor of the
sixty-odd graduates.
We have often felt, along with many other people on
campus, that the mid-year graduation is often a disregarded
event. Something more should be done, we thought.
At last a step in the right direction. Laurels to the committee for coming through with a much needed recognition of a
long-remembered event—graduation.

The Maine Campus
Published Thursday' during the college year by student' of the Uni•ersity
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Perverse Profs Peeve Pupil
BY ASHER KNEELAND
Last week, after sixteen days of
restful vacation, I came back to school
almost glad to be back using my brain
for something besides reading coml.:
books.
I soon lost that youthful eagerness.
In my first class Monday morning—
at ten, an unearthly hour for a decent
man to be up—the instructor hit us
lazy, unhealthy young people with
this greeting:
"We will have a test Friday. You
will be responsible for all reading.
class room material, and funny papers
since the last test."
Then he laughed at the wretched
groans from his captive audience.
And that was how the week after
Christmas holidays started. This is
gonna be one beaut of a year. 1
thought.
My next class confirmed this suspicion. This instructor sadly informed
us that we had to have two prelims
between now and the semester's end.
He sorrowfully explained that "because of department regulations, the
fact that we had not had a prelim before Christmas. we were left only
the alternative of having two now.
"You will just have to do it as
best you can." he informed us, tears
in hi, eyes.
My third class was a little better.
e were only informed that the term

paper that we had been promised a
year to do now had to be ready at
the end of the semester. The instructor here was very sad too.
It seems that they had scattered his
finals all through the test period and
he had to stay here the whole period.
We all felt very sorry for him.
In the fourth class the instructor
was really sad: it seemed that the
college had changed its mind and
decided that he had to give a final in
his course after all.
As he said. "How in the devil am
I s'posed to give a final in basketw caving?"
And he was very sad.
We were even sadder, because in
order to make up for the final we
weren't to get, we had already taken
ten prelims.
Tuesday was a little better. Both
instructors assigned prelims but one
gleefully reported that he had finally
talked the administration into cutting
out the final.
"It's just something they're going
to let me try for this year. And they
want to know how I'm going to rank
without a final!"
He laughed. "I told them I was
going to do it just the way I always
did, close my eyes, guess and pray."
I could see he would not be around
next year.

Take It Or Leave It
Thoughts As A Deadline Nears
BY RON DEVINE

Happy new year, everyone greetings better late than never....
Reflections on the past year...
Fifty years of forestry at Maine...
new Memorial Union Building...
Bear's Den...extinction of the Carnegie Cowboys...evolution of new
breed to take their place at the Union;
as yet unnamed.. green light given
on building new men's dorm...women's dorm gets third name.. changed
in honor of Dr. Ava Chadbourne...
no snow for Winter Carnival...another rainy Maine Day...WORO on
the air...1D cards...8 hour day...
quota topped in blood drive.. Good
Will Chest doesn't fare as well...
tragedy strikes campus...two students
lose lives in Stillwater....
A few resolutions ...

No more cutting classes...won't
keep that one long ... no more sleeping through classes.. famous last
words...no more dozing during lectures...sez who...3.0 next semester
...dreamer...2.5 maybe...still optimistic ... more study, less horseplay
...looks good in print., write home
more often...forgot the address...
save more money.. like to see you
try ... them's who don't make 'em
don't break 'em....
And • couple of predictions ...
Student judiciary in operation next
fall; but not without more than a little
opposition...student-faculty relations
to improve somewhat...student interest to remain at same level...prelimfree day to be established after concerts ... Student Senate to come back
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Malcolm Smith, '57—Whenever I
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to life.. '54 Prism to be out before
graduation in lune....
Sprinkled with some opinion...
Student Senate should investigate
election rules.. present ones obsolete
...fraternities should consider serious
investigation of initiation system...
also rushing...ought to be a law
against student apathy...everyone
should support the Good Will Chest
this year...and vote in all elections.
And some random thoughts ...
It is snowing...1 am snowed...
campus suffering from "end-of-semester blues"...finals approaching...
some of us will be leaving.. via graduation in February...or otherwise...
Well, here it is; take it or leave it. .
Through this paper is passed the
most hard-to-get news in the world.
How about making it easier? Let us
know what You are doing.
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Washington Post Not Offered, Final
Hauck Says; Talks With Mitchell
During Christmas vacation Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of Exercise
the University, was mentioned as a possible selection for Undersec
retary of Labor. He was invited to Washington by Secretary of
Labor Mitchell and other federal officials where he spent several Time of
Examination
days.
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Exam Schedule
FRI.
Jan. 29
8:00

'
-

Mori
3

4

5

6

7

SAT.
Jan. 30
8:00

MON.
Feb. 1
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 2
8:00

WED.
Feb. 3
8:00

THI-IRS.
Feb. 4
8:00

FRI.
Feb. 5
8:00

N.
8

The story that Hauck was under and the Portland papers and other
consideration for the undersecretary Maine papers checked the story and Time of
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
TUES.
post was first printed in the Bangor reported that Hauck had not been Exercise
s_
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
Commercial in a special story from offered any post, had not sought any,
Robert S. Allen. Washington news but had been cleared by some Maine Time of
FRI.
SAT.
MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FR!.
GOP leaders for possible appointment.
columnist.
I
Examination
Jan. 29
Jan.
30
Feb. 1
Feb.
2
Feb.
3
Feb.
4
Feb.
5
After
his
conferenc
e
with Secretary
According to Allen, Hauck led a
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
'list" of possible choices because of Mitchell, Hauck said that he had
1
his qualifications and would have the been offered no federal appointment. Time of
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
WED.
best chance for the post unless some Mitchell said that he was trying to Exercise
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
develop
a
list
of persons in the acaone with similar qualifications was
demic
field
in
advisory
capacities
,
acfound from west of New York.
FRI.
SAT.
TUES.
WED.
This last factor, according to Allen, cording to a Portland Press Herald Time of
Examinat
ion
Jan.
29
story.
Jan.
30
Feb.
2
m as simple politics, the Secretary was
Feb. 3
8:00
8:00
8:00
Mitchell also conferred with a
from the East, and it would be expedi8:00
i
ent to have a subordinate from the Bowdoin professor. Albert AbramTHURS.
THURS.
THURS. ! THURS.
son, who has held federal posts be- Time of
West.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
THURS.
Exercise
1
2
3
4
5
6
The story did not say Hauck had fore, the Press Herald said.
7
8
i
Several Maine newspapers wrote
been offered any post or that he had
editorials about Hauck, and all Time of
sought any federal appointment.
FRI.
TUES.
agreed that he would be a very good Examination
No Offer
Jan. 29
Feb. 2
After this The Bangor Daily News undersecretary but would leave a big
8:00
2:00
hole at the University.
Campus Statement
Time of
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
Last week, just before he left for Exercise
s
'
I
3
4
7
6
8
Washington for an executive committee meeting of the Association of Land
Time of
THURS.
MON.
FRI.
Grant Colleges and Universities,
Examination
Feb.
4
Feb.
1
Jan.
29
Hauck gave the Campus a statement
8:00
8:00
8:00
on the matter.
He said, "I did not seek a federal
Time of
SAT.
Dr. -Ferris Moore, former president appointment, but I did have
SAT.
SAT.
S k T.
an in-)
Exercise
of the University of Alaska, has been formal conference with Secretary
1
_
3
4
of
appointed director of the University Labor Mitchell."
Time
of
of Maine's Department of Industrial
Hauck went on to say that the SecExamination
Cooperation. He will take up his retary and he talked about
the qualiduties here on Feb. 1.
fications for the Undersecretary of
'
Dr. Moore. a graduate of Williams Labor post—not about men who
College. received his master's and might be qualified.
He added, "The post of Undersecdoctor's degrees from the Harvard
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
School of Business Administration. retary of Labor was not offered to
He taught on the faculty of the me. I understand the Secretary (of NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week is held in any
given course. For example: if a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be
College of Business Administration of Labor) has someone else in mind."
given
Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examithe University of California at Los
nation falls upon Monday, February 1, at 8:00 A.M.
Angeles during 1937-39.
Note the following changes from the above:
E pert Consultant
During the war he held the position
1
AE
Farm Shop
Mon. Feb. 1 at 10:30 A.M. 22 Rogers
of expert consultant to the quarter3
AE
Farm Shop
Mon. Feb. 1 at 8:00 A.M. 204 Plant Science
master general of the U. S. Army. Normand Blais,
13
Agricultural Arithmetic, Div. 2
AE
Sat.
Jan. 30 at
8:00 A.M. 204 Plant Science
Harold Silverman
As
9 Descriptive Astronomy
Shortly after the war Dr. Moore and Patricia Parsons
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
were named to
Ba
9 Accounting
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 10:30 A.M. 305 Aubert
served one year as treasurer and three a committeee to
set up this year's
Ba
Business Law
55
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
:ears as president of the Boston Mu- High School Week End
Ba
63
Marketing
by the StuTues. Feb. 2 at 10:30 A.M. 218 Library
seum of Science.
dent Senate at its meeting last week.
Ba
71
Business Economics
Fri.
Feb. 5 at 2:00 P.M. 218 Library
Early in 1949 he was chosen head
Bt
General Botany
1
Fri.
Feb. 5 at 10:30 A.M. Women's Gymnasium
High School Week End is designed
Bt
45
o! the University of Alaska as its to attract high school
Genetics
Tues. Feb. 2 at 4:15 P.M. 218 Library
students to the
Ce
1
Surveying
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 2:00 P.M. 303-304 New Eng.
s:zoral president: and served in this University to look it over
and encourCe
5 Surveying
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 10:30 A.M. 303 New Eng.
position until November, 1953.
age them to attend here.
Ce
Sanitary Engineering
33
Fri.
Jan. 29 at
2:00 P.M. 5 New Eng.
The University of Alaska, a landIn other business, the Senate agreed
Ce
57 Structural Design
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 10:30 A.M. 5 New Eng.
grant institution like Maine, was to allow March of Dimes
Ce
65 Soil Mechanics
Sat.
Jan. 30 at 10:30 A.M. 5 New Eng.
collection
founded in 1917. During the period boxes to be placed
Ch
General Chemistry, Div. 4
1
Sat.
Jan. 30 at 10:30 A.M. 305 Aubert
around the campus
Ed
4 Educational Foundations,I:—
of Dr. Moore's administration the but forbid any active soliciting
, feelIntroduction to Education
Tues. Feb. '2 at 10:30 A.M. 22 Wingate
physical plant was doubled and the ing the annual Good Will
Chest drive
Ed
5
High School Curriculum
Thurs. Jan. 28 at
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
total student enrollment in all parts is supposed to cover all
Ed
41F Measurements in Secondary School
charity camMon. Feb. 1 at
4:15 P.M. 6 South Stevens
of the university increased from under paigns.
Ed
45
Principles and Techniques of
400 to about 1500.
Guidance
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 8:00 A.M. 6 South Stevens
Alice Rinehart, chairman of the
Ee
To Promote Utilization
1
Elements of Electrical Eng.
Fri.
Jan. 29 at
2:00 P.M. 22 Lord
Winter Carnival Committee, presented
Ee
Electronics
13
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 8:00 A.M. See Instructor
Commenting on Dr. Moore's ap- the budget for the program
and $300
Ee
27
A-C Circuit Measurements
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 10:30 A.M. 22 Lord
pointment, President Hauck said: was appropriated for it.
Ee
Electric Circuits
41
Wed. Feb. 3 at
2:00 P.M. See Instructor
"Since its inception in 1945 the purCampus Editor Ralph Clark reportEe
46 Electric Machinery
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 8:00 A.M. 22 Lord
pose of the Department of Industrial ed on the Editor's Conft.ren
Eh
Freshman Composition
1
Thurs. Jan, 28 at 8:00 A.M. See Instructor
ce at Ohio
Cooperation has been to promote the State last summer
Eh
9 Modern Literature
Fri.
Feb. 5 at 8:00 A.M. 305 Aubert
which he attended
Es
Principles of Economics
1
Tues. Feb. 2 at 10:30 A.M. Women's Gymnasium
utilization of the University's techni- under Senate sponsorsh
ip. His report
Fr
Elementary French
1
Mon. Feb. 1 at
2:00 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
cal and scientific facilities as a service included the effects of the
conference
Intermediate French. Div. 1 & 4
Fr
3
Jan. 29 at 8:00 A.M. 15 Coburn
Fri.
to industries of the state of Maine. on the Campus.
Intermediate French, Div. 5 &6
3
Fr
Mon. Feb. I at
2:00 P.M. 17 North Stevens
The future program of D1C will be
Fy
Forest Protection
11
Sat.
Jan. 30 at 4:15 P.M. 218 Library
to continue this important service and
Logging
Fy
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 10:30 A.M. 120 Plant Science
13
MOC Ski Trip Planned
to give more attention to the business
Fy
25
Forest Mgt.
Tues. Feb. 2 at
2:00 P.M. 120 Plant Science
Gm
3 Intermediate German
Thurs. Jan. 28 at
2:00 P.M. 17 North Stevens
and economic problems of the state." For Friday—Saturday
American Government
Gt
Fri.
1
Jan. 29 at 10:30 A.M. See Instructor
Principles of Geology Ph',steal
Gy
1
Fri.
Feb. 5 at 10:30 A.M. Women's Gymnasium
This week end the Maine Outing
Hauck Chalks One Up
Descriptive Geology, Ph y sical
(3y
Fri.
3
Jan. 29 at 4:15 P.M 218 Library
Club is sponsoring a ski trip to JackEngineering Geology
17
Gy
Tues.
Feb.
2 at 8:00 A.M. 109 New Eng.
son,
N. H. They will ski Black, CanThe state of Idaho takes great
Introduction to Home Economics
1
He
Mon. Feb. 1 at 8:00 A.M. 32 Merrill
non,
and
Thorne
mountains
.
Intrbduction to Foods and Nutrition
He
Thurs. Feb. 4 at 10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
5
pride in it,. near monopolistic
The trip is for all classes of skiers.
He
Meal Planning and Preparation
6
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
production of russet burbank
Beginners will get free instruction
7 Clothing Construction Problems
He
Wed. Feb. 3 at 10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
potatoe•, and, therefore, Dr. J. E.
He
The Preschool Child
from MOC president "Slim" Gardi14
Mon. Feb. 1 at 10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
Buchanan, president of the 1
Dietetics
He
65
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 10:30 A.M. 32 Merrill
ner.
of Idaho, may have
Classical Civilization
1
Hy
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 10:30 A.M. 305 Aubert
Cars will be leaving from the Bookthought he was rubbing it in a lit- store
3
U. S. History
Hy
Tues. Feb.
at 4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Friday afternoon and Saturday
History of Western Europe
5
Hy
Sat.
Jan. 30
- at 4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
Be when he sent President Arthur morning. A
sign-up list has been
Current World Problems
21
Hy
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 4:15 P.M. Women's Gymnasium
1. liatielk a !package of them for a placed in the Bookstore
.
Introduction to Music Lit.
1
Mc
Thurs. Jan. 28 at 4:15 P.M. Carnegie Foyer
t:hri,,tina. present.
The MOC announces that because
Orchestration
59
Mc
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 8:00 A.M. 101 Carnegie
Ile was Twrobably surprised, the trip is limited by
Engineering Drawing
1
Md
Fri.
Feb. 5 at 8:00 A.M. Women's Gymnasium
transportation
then, when he received Dr„ facilities, those going will be chosen
Descriptive Geometry
3
Md
Fri.
Jan. 29 at 10:30 A.M. See Instructor
Materials of Engineering
Me
Ilauck's exchange gift—a pack- on a first-come-first-served basis.
21
Sat.
Jan. 30 at
2:00 P.M. 303-304 New Eng.
Cost
Kinematics
23
Me
Mon. Feb. 1 at 10:30 A.M. 304-308 New Eng.
age of Maine grown russet bur- of the trip is $4.00, not including tow
Thermodynamics
33
Me
Sat.
Jan. 30 at 8:00 A.M. 303 New Eng.
!milk potatoes.
• of seseral fees.
43 Thermodynamics
Me
Wed. Feb. 3 at 10:30 A.M. 304 New Eng.
types, new to this area, being deStrength of Materials. Dis. 1 & 2
51
Me
Tues. Feb. 2 at 10:30 A.M. 303 New Eng.
eloped lii 1roo.itook.
Your doings are our news.
(Continued on Page Si:)

Dr. Terris Moore
To Head Maine DIC;
Starts Next Month

ike "RCA
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Sportsman Day
Set Here Feb.6

Final Exam Schedule
Me
Me
Me
Me
Me
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Ms
Mt
Mt
Mt
Mt
My
P1
Ps
Ps
Ps
Ps
Py
Py
PV
Sh
Sh
Sp
Sy
Sy
Zo
Zo

(Continued from Page Five)
Strength of Materials, Div. 3 & 4
Mon. Feb. 1 at
Applied Mechanics—Statics,
at
Div. 2 & 3
Tues. Feb.
81
Modern Turbines
Mon. Feb.
at
Tues. Feb. 2 at
Heating and Air Conditioning
91
Wed. Feb. 3 at
93
Internal Combustion Engines
Fri.
Jan. 29 at
1
Trigonometry
Mon. Feb. 1 at
3
Algebra
Jan. 30 at
5
Elements of College Mathematics
Sat.
Wed. Feb. 3 at
7
Basic Mathematics
27
Calculus
Wed. Feb. 3 at
57
Engineering Mathematics
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
1st Year Basic Military
1
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
2nd Year Basic Military
3
5
1st Year .Advanced Military
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
7
2nd Year Advanced Military
Jan. 30 at
Sat.
1
Modern Society
Wed. Feb. 3 at
Philosophy and Modern Life
1
General Physics
1
Wed. Feb. 3 at
Wed. Feb. 3 at
la General Physics
Mechanics and Heat
Thurs. Jan. 28 at
21
Mathematical Physics
91
Tues. Feb. 2 at
General Psychology
Mon. Feb. 1 at
1
Educational Psychology, Div. 1 ,S13
65
Wed. Feb. 3 at
Fri.
Mental Measurements
Jan. 29 at
81
Fundamentals of Public Speaking
Wed. Feb. 3 at
1
Advanced Public Speaking
Thurs. Jan. 28 at
3
Elementary Spanish
Fri.
Jan. 29 at
1
Social Problems
Thurs. Feb. 4 at
3
Marriage
59
Thurs. Jan. 28 at
General Zoology
Wed. Feb. 3 at
1
Animal Biology
3
Tues. Feb. 2 at
No changes can be made in this schedule.
51
53

2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.14.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
10:30
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.

304 New Eng.

The State Inland Fisheries and
Game Department will work with
other agencies to promote Sportsmen's Day at the University Feb. 6.
Other agencies planaing the program are the University, the Maine
Co-operative Wildlife Research Unit
and the Maine Fish and Game Association.
Commissioner Roland H. Cobb of
the Inland Fish and Game Department will address the group and the
president of the Maine Association of
Fish and Game Clubs will offer introductory remarks.
The conference will begin with registration at 10 a.m., followed by fish
and game demonstrations until 3 p.m.
Prof. Theodore W. Greene,
Fish and game films will follow
above, professor of philosopy the demonstrations.
at Yale, will speak at an asThe fish and game demonstrations,
sembly Monday, Jan. 18, at
in number, will last twenty min9:30 a.m. in the Memorial six
utes each with ten minntes between.
Gym. His topic will be -What At the time of registration, the sportsis Our Liberal Heritagemen will be divided into groups and
assigned a student-guide. It is planned
that all sportsmen will attend all demonstrations.
The six demonstrations are as follows:
I. Techniques in food habits and
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of predation studies—a demonstration of
the University, was in Washington, the techniques used in determining
D. C., the first part of this week for wildlife food habits and predator rethe Executive Committee meeting of lationships.
2. Lake and stream survey with
the Association of Land Grant Colrecording
fathometer mounted in
leges and Universities.
boat, electric thermometers, water
The two-day meetings ended Tues- quality kits, water bottles and experiday. Dr. Hauck left the University mental nets.
Sunday and returned Wednesday
3. Fish identification. Preserved
morning.
fish will give the fisherman an opporDr. Hauck, who was president of tunity to learn field characters for
the association last year, is chairman game fish.
of the group's Executive Committee. 4. Fish parasites, demonstrated
with visual aids and specimens.
5. Live trapping and marking of
fur animals and migratory game birds.
Various trapping devices will be on
(Continued from Page One)
display and their use demonstrated toBarron, pastor of the First Methodist gether with an explanation of the
Church, Nashua, Iowa.
practical value of such work.
Dean Marriner has been at Colby
6. Techniques used in sexing and
College for the past 30 years. He aging game birds and mammals. The
graduated there in 1913. He was current techniques employed to dehead of the English department at termine the sex and age of deer, muskHebron Academy from 1913-1920 rats, waterfowl, and ruffed grouse will
and principal of the academy from be demonstrated together with an ex1920-21.
planation of their value.
Suffolk University awarded Dr.
A fish scale projector will be set up
Marriner an honorary A.M. degree in to afford sportsmen an opportunity to
1937.
determine the age of fish using the
scale method.
Approximately 200 people are exiPhi Kappa Sigma Elects
pected to attend.
The following men have been elected officers of Phi Kappa Sigma: Al- Scholarship Deadline
fred I. Leo, president; Gerald J.
All -tudents are reminded that
Beach, first vice president; Richard
B. Herrlin, second vice president; the deadline for filing scholar!George A. Palmer, secretary: Myles ship applications for financial
I A Brown, corresponding secretary; aid next year is Saturday, Jan.
and Mortier D. Harris, pledge master. 16.
All applications must be re2
turned to the Office of Student
When in Bangor stop at
Aid and Plaeement. 107 East
The Pilot's 4:rill
Annex, before that date.
Opposite DOW Field—
Hammond St.
Want to let people know that your
club is giving a sale, show, party?
"We Cater to Parties
Let the Campus tell them.
and Banquets"
•

303 New Eng.
304 New Eng.
304-308 New Eng.
304 New Eng.
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
22 Wingate
6 South Stevens
Women's Gymnasium
218 Library
See Instructor
Women's Gymnasium
300 Aubert
See Instructor
Women's Gymnasium
218 Library
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
300 Aubert
306 Aubert
Women's Gymnasium
300 Aubert
27 North Stevens
Women's Gymnasium
305 Stevens
Women's Gymnasium
Women's Gymnasium
33 Winslow
Women's Gymnasium
See Instructor

THEY STARTED OUT EVEN AT GRADUATION:

Why is one doing better now?

Dr. Hauck Attends
Land Grant Meeting

Feb. Graduation

You may not see it in their outward appearances — but there's a big difference between
these young men. One has held three jobs
in the five years since graduation. He's
still looking for a job that offers him a
lifetime career. 111e other has been with
a Bell Telephone Company during that
time. He's on his way up!
Seventy-five per cent of college men
hired by the Bell Companies since World
War H are still with these telephone companies after five years! here's why:
Telephone Work Is interesting— You may
train to supervise forces engaged in constructing. installing or maintaining telephone facilities; or to manage groups of people handling
customer contact, accounting or statistical
work. You may work on engineering problems
or be engaged in planning or othcr important
staff activities, such as personnel relations,
public relations, or revenue studies.

You Grow with a Growing Business—The
13c11Systcin is onc of the fastest growing businesses in the world. Since the cad of World
War II, it has spent about nine billion dollars
for new construction. The past five years have
seen the introduction of network TV transmission, dialing of Long Distance calls and
the development of the remarkable transistor.
And the next five years will bring many more
changes. In addition, each year the number
of college people hired is related to estimates
of the number of future management positions
to be available.

111

"OLD HOME
BREAD"

Park's Hardline

Super Enriched
for
Better Health

No matter what your military status, it's
worth inquiring about Bell System employment opportunities. Your Placement
Officer has the details. Sec him soon. And
be sure to talk to our employment representatives when they visit the campus. The
time to plan your future is now!

Skates
Sharpened

NISSEN'S
BAKERY
PRODUCTS

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
•

Apartment
FOR RENT
In Orono

PA R K'S
•
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Maine Skiers Enter
Bea
rs
Me
et
/2eait cifrcidd
iDartmouth Relays Four Varsity Trackmen
Bates Here
Enter K. C. Relay Meet
On Saturday
BY MOE HICKEY

The Uttiveesity of Maine's varsity ski team will enter competition with an estimated 25 other
college teams at the Dartmouth
Relay this Saturday at Hanover.
Faculty manager and ski coach
Ted Curtis will take Wes Scrone,
Roy Selland, Ralph Chase, and
Bob Irish to the meet. He named
John Knowles as alternate.
Poor skiing conditions last week
foiled the Bears for the third
consecutive week end when the
cross country race at Jackson,
N. II., sponsored by the Eastern
Amateur Ski Association, was
called off at the last minute.
Irish, who holds a class "B"
rating, will enter the giant slalom meet on Sunday at Stowe,
Vt. The competition includes
only- skiers with A and 13 standings.

Surveying the sports scene earlier
this week, we noted that Faculty ManFour ini%ersity of Maine varsity trackmen will leave
ager Ted Curtis was about the most
tomorrow for Boston where they will compete in the K. of E.
grateful person on campus for the
meet and Yankee Conference relays on Saturday night in
generous amount of snowfall we reBoston Garden.
ceived the last couple of days.
Varsity coach Chester "Chet" Jen- 3-4). Hammer throw-3rd, JohnIt's been a tough grind for Curtis
kins plans to take along with him son (47-10 3-4). Broad jump-2nd,
and his handful of ski enthusiasts to
Brad Claxton and Dick Hamblen, Meyer (20-7).
get into condition the past few years
both sophomores, Bill Calkin, a junBY PAUL FERRINGO
Pole vault—lst, C. Smith: 2nd,
because of a dearth of snow in these
ior, and Coke Haskell, a senior. Jen- Rearick (11-6). Shot put—lst,
BogAfter
absenc
an
e of almost a
parts.
kins named Gerry Smith, a senior, as danovich (45-11 3-4). High
hurdles
month
Univer
the
sity
of
Maine
alternate.
Looking through Maine Cam—1st. Calkin; 3rd, Dodge (6.3).
puses the last couple of years, it basketball squad returns to MeMaine Lacks Experience
High jump—Meyer tied for first
seems the last good snowfall that morial Gymnasium to encounter
Asked how Maine would fare in (5-8). Mile run-1st, Hanson (4:38).
allowed the Curtismen to use a winless Bates quintet Saturday
the relays, Jenkins commented, "We 40 yard dash—lst, Catkin (4.7).
their ski jump for any- consid- at 8:15.
haven't got experienced quarter mil- 600 yard run-2nd, Hamblen
The Bears, now well rested after a
erable length of time was the
ers to compare with Rhode Island's (1:19.3). Two mile—lst, Firlotte:
23 inch blizzard that blanketed winless three game road trip earlier
veteran team, defending Yankee Con- 3rd, Furrow (10:18.9). 1000 yard
Orono in February- of 1952. this month, will be looking for their
ference champion." Calkin is a hurd- run-2nd, Haskell (2:24.5). 300
Three years back at this time, second win over the Bobcats from
ler, Claxton is best in the 300 yard yard run-2nd, Catkin (35.0).
Curtis was quoted in the Campus Lewiston. The Mainites captured the
run, Hamblen ran only the threeas saying, "All the team has been first meeting of the teams at Lewiston
quarter mile last spring outdoors, and
able to do is work on a 100-foot early last month by a 75-71 count.
Haskell is a half miler," Jenkins conextension on the ski jump. The Last Game A Thriller
tinued. However, Jenkins expects the
It was a rip roaring rip and tuck
mild 11f:fiber is at least affording
BY MARGE MEALEY
four to make a creditable showing.
a good opportunity for that job." game which saw the Bates squad finThe
Maine
indoor
track
team
lost
Basketball got underway this week
Prior to this week's snowfall, the ish the game with just four men on
its opener last Saturday to Bates Col- in full force. From the looks
of the
Bears haven't even been able to prac- the floor. All indications point toward
lege at Lewiston when the Bobcats first week's games, this
season is
tice on their own cross country another hard fought ball game.
defeated the Bears for the first time in really going to be sparked
Although dropping all three games
with comcourse, let alone the jump. Curtis
20 years, 62-55.
petition. Each team has strength and
on
their
souther
n
New
Englan
Coach
d
tour,
Chester
Jenkins' talented
took his athletes to Sugar Loaf MounAlthough each team captured six plenty of spirit. It should be close
tain on Saturday and to the Farming- the Rankinmen seemed to have lost Freshman indoor track team will be
first
places, the Bobcats had too much down to the last gun.
no
confide
nce
while
gaining
some
ton cross country trail on Sunday last
gunning for number three in a row
In the first game of the season Balweek end to offset this crippling con- much needed experience. Rankin as- Saturday afternoon here at the field depth for the undermanned Maine
team, which competed without ace entine squared off
serted, "If we play a good defensive house when they
dition.
with North Estaentertain South Port- hurdler
, Ed Touchette, out with a brooke. North Estabro
game we have a chance to win any land High
oke took the
school's cindermen.
Curtis told reporters earlier this
pulled muscle, and also Dave Smith, game 23-13. Janie
one of our games.
Bacon and Ellie
season that his men were in top con- "We've
Fresh from handing Bates College a weight man.
played excellent ball at
Pfeifer sparking their team to victory.
dition physically, but needed snow to
1
2-381
/
2 lacing last Saturtimes, but it's our lack of height," Frosh a 69/
As
was
North Estabrooke's defense was parexpecte
d,
Bill
Calkin
led
brush up their technique. Curtis said continu
ed the Maine mentor, "that day at Lewiston, the Bear Cubs will the Maine runners, capturing firsts in ticularly outstanding. Janie
Weisman
boys like Wes Scrone, Ralph Chase,
be
favored
to
top the invading Red the high
hurts us."
hurdles and 40 yard dash was high scorer for Balentine.
Bob Irish, and John Knowles have nankin Contine
Riots, always a power among Maine
nts On Trip
and a second in the 300. for 13 points.
East 1 took off-Campus-Colvin on
been working out since the football
Commenting further on the trip, schoolboy indoor track teams.
Other Bears taking first places were a forfeit. Lois Blanchard led The
season building up their wind and Rankin
Th!
summary (places won by Bill
said the squad looked good
Meyer, who ended up in a tie in East team with 13 points.
legs running on the cross country both
against Rhode Island and North- Maine men only and including win- the high jump with
Barwise of the
track course and on the indoor track eastern
South Estabrooke defeated the
ning
times, distances and heights):
, but lack of height proved to
Bobcats, Ed Bogdanovich in the shot Elms in a real
in the field house to the point where
thriller. In the last
be fatal once more. The loss to Con- Discus-1st, Perks; 3rd, Vanderoff put, Chellis in
the pole vault, Paul minute of the game Janie
they could go as much as five miles. necticut
Hammer
Ingraham
Throw-1st, Hanson in the mile,
, he said, is insignificant as (128-6).
and Paul Firlotte sunk a foul shot to put South
It goes without saying the Bear the Bears are definitely out
ahead
of the Perks; 3rd, Racine (45-7½). Broad in the two mile.
32-31. This was the final score.
skiers are due a lot of credit for UConns class.
Jump-1st, Varner (19-10 1-2).
Summary
it-voting so much time to keep
I Balentine chalked up its first vicFor Saturday's State Series clash Pole Vault—Ist place, tie between
The summary (including only tory of the year
Maine right up there among the Rankin's probable lineup will
Hasting
s
and
Skiliin,
over East 1 by a score
third
place,
tie Maine places
consist
and winning heights, of 25-15. Jan Lord was
best college ski teams in the East. of Keith Mahany and Bob
high for the
Nixon at between Hyman and Bates man (10- times and distanc
es):
victors with 14 points. Balentine's deDespite such adverse conditions the guards, Gus Folsom and John 6). Shot Put—lst, Perks (56-444).
Discus-2nd, Johnson (138-11 fense, led
Curtis, since taking over as ski Dana at forward and either Al Phil- (Maine freshman record.)
by Captain Norma Jose,
was outstanding in the victory.
coach in 1930, has led 17 of his brick or Tom Seavey at the center
High hurdies--Ist. Varner; 2nd,
21 ski teams to State Champion- slot.
Skillin (6.4). High jump-1st, BurSport Notes: Eagles took the Owls
sbips. This is the second year
Rankin is looking for plenty of well; tit for second place between
in a slightly hilarious game played
since 1938 that the Bears have trouble from the Bates captain, Bill Stinson and Bates man (5-8). Mileunder boys' rules.... Nita Ramsdell
not begun the season as defend- Shroeder, who shone in the last en- 1st, Kraske; 2nd. Folster (5:08.1
and
Janie Bacon defeated Sally Allen
).
ing Maine champs. (Boudoin is counter. The slick Mahany-Nixon 40 yard dash-2nd, Varner;
and Joan Gillette in the badminton
3rd.
the defending champion.)
backcourt combination will carry the Spearin (4.8). 600 yard run-2nd, After a layoff of a month the high doubles finals to take the campus
flying Maine Frosh will entertain a championship.... ping pong
And prospects look exceptionally heavy load in attempting to offset the Meehan; 3rd, Kelly (1:23.9).
tournagood this year, especially if the snow Bobcat attack.
1000 yard run-2nd, Kraske; 3rd, powerful Maine Maritime quintet to- ment is underway—first match deadnight at 6:15 in the Memorial Gym. line is Jan. 9.... Janie Ingraham
After the Bates battle, the squad Stinson (2:39.5
stays on the ground until at least the
has
). 300 yard runCoach Hal Woodbury is looking been named tennis-badminton manaend of March. The team does not will travel to Brunswick on Monday 2nd. Linnell: 3rd, Spearin (35.9).
forward to plenty of opposition from ger.... Freshman representative to
have exceptional depth, but the above to meet a tough Bowdoin squad led
four mentioned and promising sopho- by ace center, Bill Fraser. who threw
The 1949-50 basketball season the Middies who have been hitting WAA is Rusty King.... Junior WAA
mores like Roy Selland can hold their in 35 points against Maine here last marked Rome Rankin's first year as the century mark with ease this year. has elected its officers.... They are:
Chairman: Jo Sturtevant and secreMaritime Tough Opponent
own. Curtis is especially high on month.
head coach at Maine.
tary:
Sally Rand.
Bob Irish, who hails from Gray. Irish,
Woodbury pointed out three outa strong six event man, received a "B"
standing Maritime hoopsters who will
rating in the downhill and slalom
cause plenty of trouble tonight. Sid
events after a spectacular showing last
Graham, former Stearns great, Jack
season. Scrone of Rumford won the
Cutliffe, of Old Town fame, and Bob
State of Maine Intercollegiate Cross
With the vacation completed. the three victories apiece. Also,
in the Michelsen should give the unbeaten
Country individual championship last Intramural Basketball leagues swing National League North
Dorm 10 and Frosh plenty of competition.
year following in the steps of Bob into the homestretch.
Corb 4 are sporting 3-0 records.
University trustees have awarded
The big man to stop in the Maine
Pidacks, a U. S. Olympic Team vetIn the Fraternity Division. the ranks
A full slate of dormitory games is Maritime offense will be rafter-reach- the contract for building of the new
eran and a former Maine great.
of the unbeaten was quickly shaven scheduled for Monday night
at the ing Michelsen who has hit the tv.enty men's dormitory to Stewart and WilKnowles who had the benefit to two teams last week, as Phi Gam Gym.
liams Inc. of Augusta, on the basis
mark in every game this year.
of skiing all summer long in the rallied to upend a previously unbeat- Standings:
To offset the Middies' powerful at- of a loss base bid of $616,800. Eight
perpetually snow covered moun- en Kappa Sig quintet 49-46.
Won Lost
tack. Coach Woodbury will have two construction companies submitted
tains of the West, is a very promPhi Mu and Phi Eta remain alone
Phi Eta
bids.
squads ready for action.
6
0
ising downhill and slalom skier in the unbeaten ranks. Both squads
Phi Mu
Making up one team is the so-far
5
This low base bid covers only the
and should prove very helpful added on to their respective records
Kappa Sig
successful combination of Lawrence cost of constructing the
6
building and
this year. Chase, another veteran, with a pair of wins. Phi Mu smashed
Sigma Chi
Fitzgerald. Pete Kostacopoulas, Dick does not include expense
5
s connected
twined his feat of establishing the Tau Ep, 72-18, and Phi Kap 59-32.
Phi Gam
Libby. Dudley Coyne and big man, with the installation of
4
utilities, archihingest standing ski jump at the Meanwhile, Phi Eta moved into
Lambda
first
Chi
Tom Perks. However, not to be over- tect's fees, and the furnish
4
ing of the
Eastern Intercollegiate Chant- place by trouncing Theta Chi, 69-47.
American
looked is a second quintet of Frank building.
pillllship at Lytolott%ille was no and TEK, 79-35.
Smith. Irving King, Linwood Hersey,
Won Lost
The last session of the Maine Legfluke last winter when he dupliSigma Chi moved to fourth place
Newman
Bobby Jones. and Bob Hume.
4
0
islature appropriated $400,000 for
cated the performance at the behind Kappa Sig with a 58-50 victhe
Dunn 4
The tremendous height of the for- new dorm
3
and authorized the UniverColby Carnival.
tory over giant killer Phi Gam. Phi
East Oak
mer
3
Princeton, N. J.. athletes. Perks sity to borrow
an additional $400,000
The song, "Let it snow, let it snow," Gam splitting a pair of games is in
Dunn 1
at 6 ft. 4 in. and Fitzgerald at 6 ft. to complet
2
2
e the construction and furhich was quite popular a few winters a fifth place tic with Lambda Chi.
National
5 in. undoubtedly will give the Mid- nishing of
the building.
back expresses the sentiments of the
In the dormitory divisions, the
Won Loot
shipmen plenty to worry about
Construction will get under sk ay
Maine ski team quite adequately. They Newman Club and Castoffs are leadCastoffs
4
throughout the night.
this spring. It is expected the
probably wouldn't mind if they were ing the American and National
strucNorth Dorm 10 3
After this encounter, the Frosh will ture will he
ready for occupancy about
flowed in a day or two, even if they leagues respectively. Meanwhile, in
Corb 4
meet Husson here on January 16, at January.
3
1955. The four-story brick
missed classes, as long as they got the American League both Dunn 4
Corb 1
6:15 preceding the sarsity-Bates bat- building
1
has been designed to accomplenty of that "white stuff."
and East Oak remained unbeaten s ith
Corb 2
2
tle.
2
modate 250 men students.

Rankinmen Aim For
Second Series Win

Women's Sports I

Cub Cindermen
Face Red Riot
Here Saturday

Frosh Hoop Team
Plays Tonight Here

Within The Walls

Augusta Firm Gets
New Dorm Contract

Fag... Fight
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Career Issue Ready

University Society

Senior men may nos pick up their
free 1954 issue of Career, Annual
Guide to Job Opportunities, at 52
South Stevens. The book must be
picked up before Jan. 22.

By HILDA STERLING

For many people vacation was a very busy time. Here are
the vital statistics to prove it.

01.

Snow; Willard Green, Theta Chi, to
Pinned:
Bill Butler, Sigma Chi, to Carol Davette Plummer. Raymond; Al
Lee Brown, Portland; Bill Proven- Spada, Theta Chi. to Jane Mottola,
Somerville, Mass.; Bruce Stewart,
cher, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, to Jo
Theta Chi, to Lenna Waterbury,
Sigma,
Reed; John York, Phi Kappa
Pound Ridge, N. Y.: Ray Pesola,
to Sue Ashton; Harry Henderson,
Sigma Nu, to Joan Fancy, Bryant
Irish;
Lambda Chi Alpha. to Faye
College.
Dino Galiano, Theta Chi, to Audrey
Engaged:
Koritsky; Fred Boyce, Zeta Psi, to
Rosemary Carlin to "Skip"' Hall;
Carlene Lobley; Paul Jones, Alpha
Tau Omega, to Pat Damour; Dick Marilyn Winslow, Presque Isle, to
At the Owl-Eagle stag dance last Friday evening, Owl
Alper. Tau Epsilon Phi, to Cynthia Perley Dean; Jane Claypool, Boston,
Hy
Bronson
talks with Prof. Herman Brugman and Dean
Sahophy, Syracuse; Dick Moore, Mass., to Ralph Howard; Marianne
Joseph
Murray,
while Eagle Marge Mealey chats with Mrs.
CarPercival
to
Gloria
Bob
Thorpe;
Epsilon.
to
Martha
Alpha
Sigma
Brugman
and
Mrs.
Murray. Dean and Mrs. Murray and Prof.
ter; Ric Shean, West Point. to Bar- Wyman to Bob Weatherbee; Jean
Brugman
were chaperons at the dance.
and
Mrs.
AlGilpatrick,
Grindle
to
Woody
Volney
Carville;
Sally
bara Willey;
Photo by Devine
pha Tau Omega. to Connie Long- Allen to **Buff" Baker; Marion
staff, Fairfield: Roy Selland, Alpha Young to Dave Hale; Janet Lu OliBiddeford, to Jim Mininni; Sandra aldine Merrill, Gardiner. to Wayne
Tau Omega, to Eleanor Ostervick, ver to Don Mackintosh, Air Force;
Module,
Mt. Ida, to Dirk Brown; Rankin; Carolyn Rowe, Greenville,
Rockaway, N. J.: Bud Ayer, Lambda Helena Mehlhorn to Don McCusker;
Chi Alpha, to Shirley Kirk; Ron Joyeelyn Hibbard to Lloyd Perry, Evelyn Sterry, Brunswick, to Adrien to Bill Muzzy; Gloria Ward, PortDevine, Sigma Nu. to Marge Mealey; Portland; Ann Delamater, Colby, to Belanger; Marilyn Engleman, Rock- land, to Ray Storey; Elaine Luce,
Emery Howard, Sigma Chi, to Mert Russ Lovaas; Priscilla Larocholle, away, N. J., to Malcolm Doble; Ger- Machias, to George Leadbetter;

Betty Harkness to Russell Foster,
Bucksport; Marcia Hall, Gorham, to
Ronnie Smith; Constance Stowe to
Ronald Leathers.
Married:
Nona Noble, Bridgton, to Marshall
Burk; Carolyn Bradbury to Lt.
Walter Wight; Carolyn Noyes to
Conrad Grant; Ellie Newhook, Pcland Spring, to Sid Butler.
The Maine Campus needs pictures of your social event. The
best social picture of the week
will be printed in the society column if the photograph or negative is in the Campus office by
Monday of each week. All photographs must not be over four
inches wide or 3 inches deep.
Identifieation of the picture niust
also be included.

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

CHESTERFIELD
s'7MMT.-.`52"
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FOR THE POW/STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES ...
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.
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CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY—LOW NICOTINE
Change to Chesterfield today — get
smoking pleasure all the way!
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"At the colleges and wherever

we play, I find more and more
young men and women going
for Chesterfield."
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